In document community support vector machines and naïve bayes classifier are known for their simplistic yet excellent performance. Normally the feature subsets used by these two approaches complement each other, however a little has been done to combine them. The essence of this paper is a linear classifier, very similar to these two. We propose a novel way of combining these two approaches, which synthesizes best of them into a hybrid model. We evaluate the proposed approach using 20ng dataset, and compare it with its counterparts. The efficacy of our results strongly corroborate the effectiveness of our approach.
Introduction
Text classification is the task of assigning documents to one or more of the predefined classes. It can be dated back to around 1200 BC when concept of libraries evolved, with an aim to organize document collections manually. However, the enormous growth in information available on Internet, in the form of blogs, micro-blogs, news-articles, e-mails, etc. has led us to explore the direction of automatic text classification.
Among various classification techniques Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) are widely used, because of their robustness and surprisingly good behavior in high dimensions. SVM being a discriminative model gives importance to features present in support vectors, while NBC gives higher weight to features prominent in dense region. The features given importance by one are generally not in harmony with those of other one. However while performing classification it seems intuitive to consider both such discriminative and density based features. In our work we look for a hybrid of these two models, which respects discriminative as well as density based features.
Section 2 gives a brief overview of SVM and NBC. We discuss state-of-the-art and related work in section 3. Section 4 describes our regularized linear classifier, followed by experiments and results in section 5. We conclude in section 7, after discussion in section 6.
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Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1] is a supervised learning algorithm which is based on the principle of structural risk minimization [2] . Given a finite set of patterns in two classes {+1, −1}, SVM learns a separating hyperplane which maximizes the margin between two classes. The width of maximum margin is inversely proportional to the norm of hyperplane. Thus an SVM objective can be stated as follows:
However in case when patterns are not linearly separable, it is not feasible to find a hyperplane which satisfies all the above constraints together. To tackle this, SVM includes the error term in objective to account for misclassification penalty.
The objective now is to find a hyperplane which maximizes the margin while simultaneously minimizing misclassification error, the modified SVM problem becomes:
In certain cases especially in low dimensions when a suitable linear boundary can not be found it is appropriate to look for non linear boundary. This is achieved by projecting the patterns into higher dimensions with the help of kernel functions, and then looking for a linear separator in the projected space. SVM inherently is a binary classifier but it can be used in multi-class classification by learning discriminant function corresponding to each class. This can be done by following either one-vs-one or one-vs-all approach [3].
Naïve Bayes Classification
Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC)[4] is based on Bayes theorem with an assumption that different features in a pattern given a class are independent of each other. This naive assumption helps to overcome the effects of curse of dimensionality, which makes NBC practically useful even if limited amount of training data is available. Given a test pattern d, the task of a NBC is to assign that pattern to its probable class, based on the conditional probability P (c i |d). This conditional probability is computed as, P (c i |d) ∝ P (c i ) · P (d|c i ) = P (c i ) · wj ∈d P (w j |c i )
